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Abstmt. It is showc that for any block length n which is a multiple of 5, there exists a binary 
self dual code irr which all weights are divisible by 4, and the minimum weight is asymptotically 
the same as that given by the Varshamov-Gilbert bound. 
§ 1. Preliminaries 
Let Fn denote the vector space of all vectors of length II with com- 
ponents from GF(2). The weiglzt of ii vector u = (ZQ , u2, . . . . un) in Fn 
is the number of nonzero uj5 and is denoted by w(u). 
For vectors u, u in FM we define 
Clearly w(zl * U) is the number of places in which both Zij and Us are 1. 
We frequently use the obvious formula 
w(u + v) = w(u) -I w( 9) -- 2w(u * v) * (1.1) 
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The SC&U product in F* is defined by 
n 
where the sum is evaluated in GF(2). 
I, {u, u) = 0 we say that u and u are olr,thogonal. A vector u is ortho- 
gon d to itself, or &“%rthogonaZ, if and only if W(U) = 0 (mod 2); i.e., 
all ;sven weight vectors are self orthogonal. 
A code C? is a subspace of Fn, and the vectors in e are called code- 
words. If the dimension of C? is k, and the smallest nonzero weight 0,2 a 
vector :k e is d, we Iwrite e;la, k, d] or simply el[n, k] . 
The dua2 code of (C! [n, k] is 
@[n, n-k-1 = {v E r;“:(u, c) = 0 for all c E 6) ; 
6l tibviously has dimension  - k. 
If r3 = C? A- we say e is strongly self dual. The symbols A, c10 will ble 
rec;erveld for strongly self dual codes. The dimension of a strongly self 
dual code is+n, and so y1 must be even, say yt =: 2t. ;Ye frequently write 
t instead of $-n. 
If d = k-, every v xtor 14 f d is self orthogonal; hence w(A ) s 0 
(mod ?) Therefore the vector I of sneight y1 is orthogonal to every 
A izsQr and 1~94” =:& 
The set of strongly self dual code:s will be denoted by CY. Let p denote 
the (possibly empty) subset of Q[ consisting of all srlf duzl codes in 
which the weight of every codeword is divisible by 4. Let O! - p be the 
set of codes which are in ~1 but not in /3. 
SJnce 1 E 94 for every A, the set kj is empty unless n is divisible 3~ 4. 
In fact we s’iiow in CoroUary 9.7 that p is nonempty if and only if n is 
3visible by 8. 
If C?[n, k] is such that 
vx say that C? is we&y elf dual. Since I E e, every vector in CT’- has 
even weight. 
s’ 
We prove the following main theorems and 
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c9rollaries. 
Theorem 2.1e Let n = 2. Let e[n, s] be a weakly self dual code. The 
number of codes in cy which contain CZ In, s] is 
. 
Q-S + I)@-s-l 
i + 1) . . . (22 + 1)(2+ 1). 
The case s = 1 of Thqorem 2.1 was given by Pless [ 3,4] . 
Theorem 2.2. Let n be divisible by 8. Let C! [n, s] be a weakly self dual 
code in which all codewo,rds have weight divisible by 4, The number of 
codes in fl which contain l? [n, s] is 
(2 t-s- 1 + I)( 2f-s-2 + 1)...(2+ 1)2. 
Corollar$ 2.3. The number of codes in p is . 
(2 t-2 + 1 j(2*-3 + 1) . . . (2 + I):! . 
Recall that they all contain the code CQz, 11 consisting of the vectors 
0, 1. 
Corollary 2.4. Let v be a vector ol’her than 0, 1 with w(v) z 0 (mod 4). 
The number of codes in /3 which contain v is 
(2 f-3 + l)(2f-4 + l>; .. . (2 + 1)2 . 
Theorem 2.5. Let r be the largest integer such that 
Then there exists a selj*dual code irz &rich al? weights arc divisihk h-l9 4 
and with minimum weight at ieast 41,. 
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Theorem 2.5 is an immediate {.;c,nsequence of Coroflaries 2.3 
the proof is left as an exercise. 
Q3. Comparison with the Warshamov-Gi lbert bound 
The Varshamov-Gi bert bound for self dua.1 codes (Peterson 




then an [n, Jpz, d] code exists. 
Asymptotically, Theorem 2.5 and (3.1) are equivalent; they both im- 
ply that there exist codes with $-= 4 and # = El-’ (t) e @I IO, where 
H(x) = --x !ogz x - (1 - X) logz( 1 - x), and H-’ denotes the inverse of 
H, not the reciprocal (see Peterson [ 2, p. 52, eq. (4~91.) 
For small values of n, Table 1 gives: d, , the value of d guaranteed by 
the Varshamov-Gilbert bound (3.1); cd,, the value of d guaranteed by 
Theorem 2 S; and d3, the largest minimum weight or any known self 
dual code in which ah weights areWvisible by 4. The values of d3 :;;c 
Table 1 
Minimum nonzero weights of self dual codes 
-I___ 
Length Lower boucds -m-P _-._- 
n dl d2 
8 3 4 * 
‘I 6 4 4 
24 5 4 
32 6 4 
40 7 8 
48 8 8 
56 9 8 
64 9 8 
72 i h> 12 
80 it 12 
88 1’ 12 
96 1;’ 12 
104 14 12 
112 * .J ,:
16 




















either tdm from Berlekamp 11, Fig. 15.02 (corrected) and Table 16.1 I, 
or are obtained using the (x, c +y) construction given in [ 51, or were 
communicated by Maurice Karlin. 
$4. The proofs 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2.1 (easy) 
and 2.2 (hard). 
PrOOf Of Theorem 2.1,. Let CT, k , s - c k < t, be the number of weaklv 
self dual codes C[n, k] which contain the given code (3 [n, s] . (Clearly 
%&, = 1.) We establish a recursion formula for uJ, k. 
A particular e[n, k] can be extended to a suitiblc e[n, k + 1 ] by 
adjoining any vector of E? (In, y2 - k] wh.ich is not already there. Write 
@- as the union of 2 n-k/2k translates of e, 
e’=cu(h, +c)u . ..u(h+>. 
We have I different exten sions of CZ [ h, k] , namely C? U (ct. + t? ) for 
j = 1, 2, . . . . 2. In any one of these extensions there are 2k.-s+ 
i - I sub- 
spaces C!‘[n, k] which contain the given C[rz, s] ,, since that is the num- 
ber of nonzero vectors in C! u (hi + E! ) which are; orthogonal to e [n, s] . 
Thus for& k< t, 
y-2k _ 1 
$,k+l ‘= $;,k ’ ---- 
2k--s+l _ 1 ’ 
Starting from on S = 1 we obtain , 
(2?1-2S _ ,)(2n-2S-3 _ 1) ... (12 __ 1) 
%z. t 
= ______ ______ -___ __-____c__________ 
(1 1‘,(31 I)(23 1) (p-s -- -- L - ... ]) 
= (,t--s + 1)(3t-S-1 f 1) . . . (2 + 1) . 
For Theorem 2.2 we need several subsidiary lemmas. The first ane is 
well knloavn. 
Let G be a commutative group, withdgrcup operxkx~ +, (In our ap- 
plications G is agwayrs a code.) Let G’ be a subgroura C>E C and write 
G = G' w G-, where G+ and G- are disjoint. Suppose kr al? b, , bz E G-) 
it follows that b, + b, f G'. Then: 
Lemma 4.1. If G- is not empty, ,then IG' I = IG- I = + IGI (wA,w 1x1&- 
notes the order of thq set x). 
Proof. If 15 E If- so is -Ib, since the zero of G is in G”. Let b be a 
ele-ment Iof G- . For any other element $’ of G- we ‘halIe 
b’ = b + (6’ - b) = b + a’, at E G’ . 
Tkus 
G- =b+G", and lG-I= IG’I=~lGl. 
We need the following applications of this basic lemma. 
Corollary 4.2. Let n be r’ven, and Zet SQ [n, t] belong to cy -L /3. Then 34 
co,ivt fains ._ ‘*-I codewords with weight divisible by 4. 
Pro&‘. Set d [rz, t ] := G, and G’ = {A~yq;rv(A)~O(mod4)).IfA~, 
A 2 E G', so is A l + A 2 by ( 1. ‘I )_ The other necessary properties are 
ea:rify verified. 
Ccndlary 4.3. Let A[n, k] be a code, and let u b.e a vector of F* not” in 
Ai. Then! u is orthogonal to exactly .lk-* codewords of A. . 
Prod. Let G = A [ n, k] and G’ = {u E A; iu, u) = 0). 
Cordlary 44. Let n be even. Let Q [n, k] be a weak& self dual bmde, 
such thal w(c) = 0 (mod 4) fog. all codewords c’. Let f 54 I vectcv q” F” 
such fhat f$ @, and I f 0 (mod 2). T?len w(f + c) = 0 (mod 4j .fir_r 
zk --l vc*c%ors c E e . 
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Proof. The proof uses Lemma 4. _ and the observations that 
w(f + c) 3 w(f) (mc; d 4) if (f, e) = 3 , 
w(f -5 c) s w(f) + 2 (mod 4) if (f, c) = 1 . 
Let n be divisible by 4. Let Kd be the nu,mber of vectors u in F” such 
that w(u) s 0 (mod 4). Let K, be the number of vectors such that 
W(U) s 2 (mod 4). (Of course K, + K, = 2&-l.) 
Lemma 4.5. (i). If )n is odd, 
K, = 2 2t-2 + 2’4 . & = 22t-2 _ 2t-’ . 
(ii). if b_n is even, 
q2t-2 K2 = da - p ) K, = 22t-2 + p . 
Proof. In the identity (1 + x)~ = Zj&(y)~i set x = 1, -4. ., i, -i. We 
readily obtain 
44 
4: K4 =4c ; ( ) 
= 2n + (1 + i)” + (I - ibn . 
j=O 
Since 1 + i=fle x V4 , the lemma follows immediately. 
We now establish the important result that if n is divisible by 8, any 
weakly self dual code in which all weights are divisible by 4 can be ex- 
tended to a strongly self dual code with the same property. 
Lemma 4.6. Let n Ee divisible by 4, and let e [n, k] be a weak& sel”f 
dual code ,;uch that w(c) = 0 (mod 4) for c E CZ. If$n is even, e is co,:?- 
taiaed tn a code of F If&n is odd, there is no code of /3 which contaim C. 
Corollary .7. Strongly self dual codes e[n, &r-z] in which all weights gczye 
divisibJe by 4 exist if and on/y if n is divisible by 8. 
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Take e [n, k] = (0, 1) in &emtm;a 4.6, 
Prmf sf Lamma 4.6, By ‘i‘heorem 2. II there is a code of Q such that 
k? 6 d c (2 aL. By ~Ca-&at-y 4.2, ,& contains at least 2’-l ?rectors A with 
~$4; ) = 0 (mod 4). Menu we can augment e[ud, k] to c”[pz, k -F 1] 5y 
adjoining a vector A with w(A) z 0 (mod 4) as long as 2k < 2“-‘ . (It is 
readily checked by ( I <I 1) th& all codewords of the extended code have 
weights divisible by 4. j 
It re.mains to considler the ca-e k- = 1~ - 1. We have 
(3 [n, t - l] c P[n,t+ l] . 
All czr,dewords in E! ilaTle weight divi!,ible by 4; the question is whether 
theye are any more such vectors in P - e . 
Let Fin, R - I ] be the code consisting of all esven weight vectors of 
P, and INsite p as the union of 2”‘-t /2’-’ = 2’ translates of E’, 
P-= Ed (gl -te)u (gp I-e)u (g3 +e)u (f+eju . . . 
II 
w here the first four translates comprise @-, and the remaining 2’ - 4 
make uy P’ -- @. By Corollary 4.4, each translate (f+ e), f cf E!* con- 
tains 2’-’ vectors v with w(v) = (1 (mod 4). This part of the decomposi- 
tion of F contains 2t-2&? - 4) - F* - 2f such vectors, 
Since gi E @I, w(gj + e) E w(g$ (mod 4). Let E (- Q5 1) 2,3) be the 
number of gj with w(gi> = 0 (mod 4). In the three translates (gj + e ) 
there are F-l l E vectors with weif:hts divisible by 4. In @ itself there 
are F-t such vectors. Hence 
C’onsulting Le:mma 4.5 we see thaf e = 0 if j-n is odd, in which case 
&[n,t+ I] --(3[n,;r- 1 ]I contams ,;o vectors with wei@: divisible by 
4, and e cannot be extended to a ;=od!e of p. 
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IfiDni~~ven,e=2ande[rl t- I] has two extensions in /3 .and one 
in Q! - 0. This completes the pr yf. 
NOW assume that az is divisMe by 8. Let e [rz, s] be a weakly self 
dual code such that W(C) = 0 ,mod 4) for c E C? . We will find the num- 
ber of codes in or - fl which contain e [n, s] . *For this we need another 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.8. T/E number of vectors H in CL [YE, n - s] stsch that 
w(H) ~3 2 (mod 1%) is 2n-s-1 - 2f -I . 
Proof. By Lemma 4.6 there is a code 93 such that 
Write C?” as the union of Znms/2* translates of 9, 
where I= 2’-’ - 1. Since4 $c70’, each translate (jj + 58) contains 2f-1 
vectors H with w(ii) 3 2 (mod 4). Hence the total number of such !i is 
2’-1 (p-s _ 1) = y-s--: _ p-1 , 
lbmma 4.9. The number of codes iti cy - p which contuin (3 [n, s j is 
(2 r-s-5 + 1)(2t-s-2 + 1) . . . (2 + 1)(2’-s - 1). 
Proof. To make sure that the code is in a - /3 we immediately adjoin to 
e [n, s] one of the vectors H of the preceding lemma; say 
e&z,s+ 11 = eu v+w. 
The number of strongly self dual codes which contain + [ ~1, s + I ] for 
a particular H is given by Theorem 2.1, starting with. un,s+l = 1, and is 
(2 r-s-t + 1) . . . (2 + 1). Each such code contain7 7t-1 vect=rrC H a&h 
w(H) = 2 (mod 4). Hence the number of distinct codes for all suitable 
H is 
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(2’~5-3 + 1) .,. (12 + 1)(2*-s-1 -’ p-9/2*-’ ” 
Proof of Themem 2!.2. ‘We subtract from the tqtal number elf strongly 
sdf dual codes which contain @[n, s] (Theorem 2.1) the number whkh 
lie in a[ - p (Lemma 4.9, viz. 
q2’-*p + 1)(2t-S-1 + a) ..” (2 + 1) - (2’~s-1 -I- 1) .., (2 + 1)(2'--S  1) 
= (ii-+' ,t 13\(2'-"-" + 1) ..,(2+ 1)2 L 
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